Introduction
Let Gu be a real semisimple Lie group and GR be its Lie algebra. An invariant eigenclistribution T on Gm, is a distribution which is invariant under conjugation by elements of GJR and is an eigenvector of every bi-invariant differential operatoi on Gu-The main examples of such distributions are the characters of irreducible representations of CR. A famous theorem of Harish-Chandra sets that all invariant eigendistributions are L 1 1 oc -functions on Gu [4] . After transfer to the Lie algebra by the exponential map, such a distribution satisfies a system of partial differential equations.
In the language of P-modules, these equations define a holonomic D-module on the complexified Lie algebra g. We call this module the Hotta-Kasliiwara module as it has been defined and studied first in [6] . In [20] , J. Sekiguchi extended these results to symmetric pairs. He proved in particular that a condition on the symmetric pair is needed to extend Harish-Chandra theorem. In several papers, Levasseur and Stafford [15, 16, 17] gave an algebraic proof of the main part of Harish-Chandra theorem.
F-filtration and b-functions
We first recall the definition and a few properties of the classical ^-filtration, then we give a new definition of quasi-homogeneous 6-functioris and of tame P-modules. We end this section with a result on the inverse image of D-modules which will be a key point of the proof in the next section.
1.1. Standard ^-nitrations. -In this paper, (X, Ox) is a smooth algebraic va riety defined over /c, an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. The sheaf of differential operators with coefficients in Ox is denoted by T>x-Results and proofs are still valid if k = C, X is a complex analytic manifold and T>x is the sheaf of differential operators with holomorphic coefficients.
Let Y be a smooth subvariety of X and ly the ideal of definition of Y. The ^-filtration along Y is given by [10] : 
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This filtration has been widely used in the theory of P-modules, let us recall some of its properties (for the details, we refer to [19] , [12] , [18] , [14] ). The associated graded ring gr r Dy is the direct image by /; : TyX -> X of the sheaf T>r y x of differential operators on the normal bundle TyX. If Xi is a coherent Dy-module, a VVy-filtration on M. is a good filtration if it is locally finite, i.e. if. locally, there are sections (ui. is a coherent Py-module provided with a good V^-filt ration, the associated graded module is a coherent gr v /D\-module and if TV is a coherent submodule of Xi the induced filtration is a good filtration (see [19, Chapter III. Proposition 1. 4.3] or [18] ).
Let Oy be the Euler vector field of the fiber bundle TyX, that is the vector field verifying Oy{f) -kf when / is a function on TyX homogeneous of degree A' in the fibers of/;. A l)-fhiiction along Y for a coherent Py-module with a good Infiltration is a polynomial /; such that VA' G Z.
b(0y +k)grkY y M=0
If the good ^/-filtration is replaced by another, the roots of/; are translated by integers.
Here, we always fix the filtration, in particular, if the Py-niodule is of the type V\/1. the good filtration will be induced by the canonical filtration of/Dy. 
Quasi-homogeneous V-filtrations and quasi-/>-functions. -Let <p = (yi
The quasi-6-function is said regular if the order of Q as a differential operator is less or equal to the order of the polynomial /; and nionodromic if Q = 0.
The quasi-fr-function is said tame if the roots of b are strictly greater than -]T m 7 .
These definitions are valid for any map ^ l)ut here we always assume that y> is smooth. Then if Y = ip~l (0). we say for short that /; is a quasi-6-function of total weight |m| = X/ m ' along Y. Remark that lemma 1.2.2 shows that the definition is independent of the (//; )-weighted Euler vector field //.
Let Xi be a coherent V\-module. A V*U\ -filtration on Xi is a good filtration if it is locally finite. • Remark 1.2.6. In [3] we gave an other definition of the K*-filtratioii and quasi-/;-function. The two definitions are essentially equivalent in the analytic framework but may differ in the algebraic case. More precisely, the hit rat ion in [3] is given by a vector held // which we called positive definite. For a given V^-filtration, we may find a defining vector field with coefficients in formal power series (or in convergent series if k = C) but in general not in rational functions. The definition of [3] is more intrinsic in the analytic case but not suitable here.
1.3. Tame D-modules. -Let us recall that a stratification of the manifold A is a union X = |J n A a such that
For each a, A a is an algebraic subset of X and A a is its regular part. {A" n } tt is locally finite.
If Xi is a holonomic V\-module, its characteristic variety Ch(Xi) is a homogeneous lagrangian subvariety of T*X hence there exists a stratification A" = |J A a such that 
If j\T is a Vx-niodule its inverse image by / is:
By the hypothesis. ry 0 / is a section of 1^ O.y for any (j section of VcpjfOX. hence the filtration on T>x>^N is coni])atible with the corresponding filtrations on T>x' and v x .
If a T> \-niodule A/" is provided with a V''"-filtration, this defines a V v " 2?v-liltration on f+Af by
The F-filtration has not all the good properties of the usual filtration, in particular non invertible elements may have an invertible principal symbol. In the proof of theorem 1.4.1 we introduce its formal completion given by:
Vk DX/Vk-1 DN By definition the graded ring of T>\\y is the same than the graded ring of T>\. If Xi is a coherent T>\-module provided with a good V-filtration, its completion V Xi is defined in the same way and has the same associated graded module than VXi. The following properties may be found in [19] and [14] .
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The sheaf V x \y is a coherent and noetherian, flat over Vx-We remind that a coherent sheaf of rings A is noetherian if any increasing sequence of coherent Asubmodules of a coherent ^4-module is stationary. The sheaf of rings VQV X \Y is also coherent and noetherian.
If Xi is a Vx-module provided with a good V-filtration, the associated graded module is a coherent gr^Vx-module and if TV is a coherent submodule of Xi the induced filtration is a good filtration. If K : {V x \y) N -> M is a filtered morphism which defines a surjective graded morphism gi v (Vx\y) N ~^ g£ v AA -» 0 then n is surjective.
As V X \Y is nat over Vx, if M is coherent we have VXi = V x \y ® d x M. Remark also that VOx, the completion of Ox for the V-filtration, is the formal completion of Ox along Y usually denoted by O^> and V x \y is a Oj^>-module.
After completion by the ^-filtration, we get a similar formula:
Let To prove the theorem, we will prove that if N is large enough, giyf^M is equal to the graded module giy^f+N associated with the good
We assume first that the integers m! i are equal to 1, that is that the Vcp' -filtration is the usual V-filtration on the non singular variety Y' = (p ,~1 (0) . Here Ow is the set of formal power series in (s1,......., Sd) while Oç-, is the set of formal power series in (s™ 1 ,... , s™ rf ) hence OW is a finite OV free -module. So, if
This shows that gr Vip f f+Af is the graded module associated with V*' [X}f+Af which is a good filtration of f+Af.
• Remark 1.4.2. -The result was known when / is a submersion, Y' = f~l (Y) and the V-filt rat ions being the usual V-filtrations along Y and Y' [14] . The introduction of the weights m l and m • allows / to be non submersive and Y' to be a proper subvariety of f~~l (Y)\ the relation between the weights is given by the quasi-homogeneity of F. Proof. The differential of the adjoint action induces a Lie algebra morphism r : g ->• Der5(g*) by:
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i.e. r(A) is the vector field on g whose value at x G g is [:r, A|. We denote by r(g) the set of all vector fields r(A) for A 6 g. It generates the set of vector fields on g tangent to the orbits of G. G< . An (H-C)-type P g -module is the quotient M. F of V g by the ideal Zj? generated by r(g) and by F.
The main result of this paper is Theorem 2.1.
Any V ^-module of (H-C)-type is holonomic and conic-tame.
Here (H-C) stands for Harish-Chandra. There are two main examples of such Pg-modules which we describe now. 
By multiplication, this extends to an injective morphism from 5(g) to the algebra of differential operators with constant coefficients on g; we identify 5(g) with its image and denote by P(D X ) the image of P G 5(g). If F is a finite codimensional ideal of 5(g) G , its graded ideal contains a power of 5 + (g) G hence when it is identified to a set of differential operators with constant coefficients, F is a subsheaf of Dg of (H-C)-type and MF is a P g -module of (H-C)-type. If A G g*, the module Ai F x defined by Hotta and Kashiwara [6] is the special case where F is the set of polynomials Q -Q(X) for Q e S( 5 ) G .
Example 2.1.4. The enveloping algebra U(g) is the algebra of left invariant differen tial operators on G. It is filtered by the order of operators and the associated graded algebra is isomorphic by the symbol map to 5(g). This map is a G-map and defines a morphism from the space of bi-invariant operators on G to the space 5(g) G . This map is a linear isomorphism, its inverse is given by a symmetrization morphism [22, Theorem 3.3.4.] . We assume that k = C. Then, through the exponentional map a bi-invariant operator P defines a differential operator P on the Lie algebra g which is invariant under the adjoint action of G (because the exponential intertwines the adjoint action on the group and on the algebra) and the principal symbol o~(P) is equal to cr(P).
Let U be an open subset of g where the exponential is injective and UQ -exp(LT). Let T be an invariant eigendistribution on UQ and T the distribution on U given by (T.(p) = (T, (^0exp). As T is invariant and eigenvalue of all bi-invariant operators, T is solution of an (H-C)-type X> 0 -module. As this module is conic-tame by theorem 2.1.2, the results of theorems 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 are true for it, hence T and T are a L^.-function.
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As g is reductive, it is the direct sum c 0 [g, g] of its center and of the semi-simple Lie algebra [g, g] . We choose a non-degenerate (^-invariant symmetric bilinear form K on g which extend the Killing form of [g,g] . This defines an isomorphism from g* to g and the cotangent bundle T*g = g x g* is identified with g x g. Then if A/"(g) is the nilpotent cone of g, the characteristic variety of an (H-C)-type P 0 -module is a subset of:
so it is a holonomic i^g-niodule [BJ.
2.2. Stratification of a reductive Lie algebra. -In this section, we define the stratification which will be used to prove that an (H-C)-type module is tame. This stratification is classical (see [1] for example). The stratification of a reductive Lie algebra is the direct sum of the center by the stratification of the semi-simple part, so we may assume that g is semi-simple. An element A of g is said to be seniishnplc (resp. nilpotent) if ad(A) is semisimple (resp ad(A) is nilpotent). Any A G g may be decomposed in a unique way as A = S + N where S is semisimple, N is nilpotent and 
, ^ () and A(A) = A/(A). This function is homogeneous of degree n -I.
The set 01(g) of nilpotent elements of g is a cone equal to:
and the set of nilpotent orbits is finite and define a stratification of 01 [11. Cor 3.7.J. We fix a Cartaii sul)algebra t) of g and denote by 217 the Weyl group 2H(g. t)). Let <I > = cf>(g.h) l) C the root system associated with \). For (^ach a £ $ we denote by g a the root subspace corresponding to a and by t) rv the subset [g a ..g_ a ] of \) (they are all I-dimensional). Let T be the set of the subsets P of $ which are closed and symmetric tliat is such that (P + P) n $ C P and P = -P. 
S(P.D) -u k e (h/p)'

G-(X + Q) where G • (X + D) is the union of orbits of points X -f D.
If X -S -\-X is the Jordan decomposition of X G g, the semisimple part S belongs to a Cartan subalgebra which we may assume to be tj because they are all conjugate. Hence there is some P in T such that $ 
Proof.
To prove the equality of the two differential operators we have to show that they give the same result when acting on a monomial .r j . so lemma 2.3.1 gives: All operator Q of V c * transforms invariant functions into invariant functions hence is invariant under </' and V'*(Q) is a differential operator on IF. A vector field of r(g) annihilates the functions Pi P/ hence is tangent to the fibers oYip. In the same way. let P 2 , 17 be the space of differential operators on f) which are invariant under the action of the Weyl group 2B, they are invariant under ip and define operators on IF through <^*.
Let P(g) r;
(resp. V(t)) w ) be the set of global sections of V° (resp. of Vf). The morphism of Harish-Chandra [5] is a morphism of sheaves of rings (5 : P(g) c;
-> P(()) 217 which satisfies the following properties:
and / is considered as a constant coefficients operator, then S(f) is the restriction of / to f)*.
(4) The morphism S is suriective onto P(t)) 211 . (5) The kernel of S is P(g) G n P(g)r(g).
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The last two results have been proved algebraically by Levasseur and Stafford in [15] and [16] . Let E be the Euler vector field of g and i) the Euler vector field of f). The function A is homogeneous of degree n -l (2.2) hence 6{E) is equal to i) (//-/)/2.
Let We get a diagram:
If / is a polynomial on W and Q an operator of DP G we have p*(S(P))(f) = ~ U':.:( P))(/) from the definitions hence the diagram is commutative. We can avoid the denominators [d~l] in the diagram because of the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4.1.
The morphism 7 sends the image of Y* into D(W) while its inverse 7 _1 sends the image of cp* into D(W).
Proof
This commutativity of the diagram shows that if an operator of V{W) is in the range of •</ ; * then its image under 7 is in V(W).
Conversely let us choose a positive system of roots for (9. f)) and define a function by 71 = n rv> ocv. Then TT is a i)roduct of distinct linear forms, its square n 2 is equal to the restriction of A to f) and it is changed to -TT under a reflection of the Weyl group. Let z be a point of {TT = ()}. there exists a root <v such that a(z) = 0. Let .s be the reflection which let the hyperplane {n =0} invariant. We have T(Z) = r(z s ) = -r(z) hence r(z) = 0. As r vanishes on {TT = 0} and TT has multiplicity 1, r is divisible by TT and 7r -1 P(7r/') has no denominator. So the operator TT~XPTT is in V(l)) w [TT~ 1 ] but applied to an invariant polynomial it gives a polynomial. Its image under cp* is thus a differential operator of V(W) [d~l ] which sends any polynomial to a polynomial hence an operator of V(W).
•
. we define four P-modules:
Air is the (H-C)-type Démodule. It is equal to the quotient of V g by the ideal Tj? generated by r(g) and F.
Mr is the ({iiotient oïV\y by the ideal generated by r ; ( P).
M. { f is the quotient of Pf-, by the ideal generated by S(F). J\f
1^
is the (quotient of V\y by the ideal generated by <p* (6(F) ). In this section we prove this theorem and in the next section we prove that A4 f is isomorphic to A4 F . 
SOCIKTK MATHÉMATI QUE DE
Proof.
We recall that the rank / of the algebra g is the dimension of a Carl an subalgebra and that the degrees n1. 2IT . This means that there exist differential operators R. A\ Aj on tj such that R is of order -1 for the ^-filtration in {0} and
The action of 2D on Dh does not affect the ^-filtration and b {] ( i)) and all q-j(z. D z ) are invariant under the Weyl group, so if we take the mean value (that is -j^j ^we%g P w ) we find the same relation with R and all Aj invariant under 2D.
Applying p* and 7 _1 we find (6) bo ( 
We fix a Cart an subalgebra of g and a subset P of roots with the notations of §2. ' , we find that MF admits a monodromic b-function along L which is equal to bo(dp) = dp (Op -1) • • • (dp -A r/ 0l) 
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As A is the product of A F by a function which does not vanish on a neighborhood of L. the function d which defines the morphism 7 is the product of the corresponding function dp associated with \)p by a, function g which does not vanish in a neighbor hood of 77. So we have • Proposition 2.4.5 shows that A4°F is tame. To prove theorem 2.4.2 we have still to prove that it is conic. This come from the fact that the singular support of A4 F is conic for the Euler vector field of g and the vector fields associated with the strata are equal to this Euler vector field modulo vector fields tangent to the orbits. Assume that the result has been proved for semi-simple Lie algebras and let g be a reductive algebra, direct sum of its center and a semisimple Lie algebra. By induction, we may assume that g c g 7 with c subspace of the center of dimension 1 and g r reductive Lie algebra for which the result has been proved.
Let t a coordinate 1 of c and r the corresponding coordinate of the dual space c*. By the hypothesis, there is a differential operator in F whose 1 principal symbol is equal to some power r q . This means that g 7 = {t = 0} is 11011 characteristic for AA p. 
